Attention mechanism aims to increase the representation power by focusing on important features and suppressing unnecessary ones. For convolutional neural networks (CNNs), attention is typically learned with local convolutions, which ignores the global information and the hidden relation. How to efficiently exploit the long-range context to globally learn attention is underexplored. In this paper, we propose an effective Relation-Aware Global Attention (RGA) module for CNNs to fully exploit the global correlations to infer the attention. Specifically, when computing the attention at a feature position, in order to grasp information of global scope, we propose to stack the relations, i.e., its pairwise correlations/affinities with all the feature positions, and the feature itself together for learning the attention with convolutional operations. Given an intermediate feature map, we have validated the effectiveness of this design across both the spatial and channel dimensions. When applied to the task of person re-identification, our model achieves the state-of-the-art performance. Extensive ablation studies demonstrate that our RGA can significantly enhance the feature representation power. We further demonstrate the general applicability of RGA to vision tasks by applying it to the scene segmentation and image classification tasks resulting in consistent performance improvement.
Abstract
Attention mechanism aims to increase the representation power by focusing on important features and suppressing unnecessary ones. For convolutional neural networks (CNNs), attention is typically learned with local convolutions, which ignores the global information and the hidden relation. How to efficiently exploit the long-range context to globally learn attention is underexplored. In this paper, we propose an effective Relation-Aware Global Attention (RGA) module for CNNs to fully exploit the global correlations to infer the attention. Specifically, when computing the attention at a feature position, in order to grasp information of global scope, we propose to stack the relations, i.e., its pairwise correlations/affinities with all the feature positions, and the feature itself together for learning the attention with convolutional operations. Given an intermediate feature map, we have validated the effectiveness of this design across both the spatial and channel dimensions. When applied to the task of person re-identification, our model achieves the state-of-the-art performance. Extensive ablation studies demonstrate that our RGA can significantly enhance the feature representation power. We further demonstrate the general applicability of RGA to vision tasks by applying it to the scene segmentation and image classification tasks resulting in consistent performance improvement.
Introduction
Besides the fields of machine translation [3] , speech recognition [10] , attention mechanism has been demonstrated effective in many vision fields such as image captioning [49, 8] , classification [42, 47] , object detection [2] , person re-identification [56, 32, 26, 41, 30, 33] . Attention tells "where" (i.e., attentive spatial location) and "what" (i.e., attentive channels) to focus to enhance the task-orientated representation power of features.
When facing a visual scene, human can efficiently pay * This work is done when Zhizheng Zhang is an intern at MSRA. attention to the interested parts [11] . Attention [42, 47, 8, 41] intends to simulate the human visual system to pay different attention to different features. It acts as a modulator that suppresses the unnecessary features and reinforces the important ones, by multiplying a mask. It balances the relative importance among different components. For CNNs, convolutional operations with limited receptive fields are usually used to compute the attention [8, 47, 42, 41] . However, locally learned attention is hard to reach optimal representativeness. One solution is to use large filter size in the convolution layer [47] . The other solution is to stack deep layers [42] which increases the network size greatly. Besides, the studies in [34] show that the effective receptive field of CNN only takes up a fraction of the full theoretical receptive field. These solutions cannot ensure the effective capture of global information, thus limiting the exploration of correlations among features for attention learning.
Inspired by the common sense that people often know the importance of something through comparison, in this paper, we propose a simple yet effective Relation-Aware Global Attention (RGA) module to globally learn the attention. For each node (e.g., a feature vector of a spatial position), we take the pairwise relations of all the nodes with respect to the current node to represent the global structure information to learn attention. As illustrated in Fig. 1 (c) , for each node (feature vector), we grasp global information from all nodes by calculating their pairwise relations i.e., correlation/similarities, and then stack these pairwise relation values together with the original feature to be the feature of this node for deriving its attention. With global structure information embedded in each local position, convolution operations are used to infer the attention intensity.
We showcase the effectiveness of the RGA in the task of person re-identification, where abundant previous works strive to address the challenges by leveraging attention designs [56, 32, 26, 41, 30, 33] . Extensive ablation studies demonstrate the effectiveness of our design in comparison with other attention mechanisms. The models with our proposed attention appended achieve the state-of-the art performance on the benchmark datasets CUHK03 [29] , Market1501 [57] , and MSMT17 [46] . Moreover, when applied on top of the strong non-local neural networks, our RGAM can further increase the accuracy. This also indicates our relation-aware global attention is complementary to the non-local filter idea [44] .
To demonstrate the generality of the proposed relationaware global attention modules, we further conduct experiments for the task of scene segmentation on the popular dataset Cityscapes [12] , and image classification on the CI-FAR dataset [27] . Experimental results show that our global attention models consistently improve the performance over the baselines.
In summary, we have made three major contributions:
• We propose to globally determine the attention by taking a global view of the mutual relations among the features. Specifically, for a feature node, we propose a compact representation by stacking the pairwise relations with respect to this node and the feature itself.
• We design a relation-aware global attention (RGA) module based on the relation-based compact representation and shallow convolutional layers. We apply such design to spatial and channel dimensions respectively, and demonstrate the effectiveness of this global attention module in both cases and the their combination case.
• Extensive ablation studies on person re-identification demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed RGA, which provides the state-of-the-art performance. We also demonstrate the general applicability of RGA to other vision tasks such as scene segmentation and image classification.
Related Work
Attention. Attention aims to focus on important features and suppress irrelevant features. Intuitively, to have a good sense of whether a local region is important or not, one should know the global scene. For CNNs, most of the current selective attention modules learn attention from limited local contexts. Wang et al. [42] propose an encoder-decoder style attention module by stacking many convolutional layers. In [53] , a non-local block [44] is inserted before the encoder-decoder style attention module to enable attention learning based on globally refined features. In the Convolutional Block Attention Module [47] , a convolution layer with a large filter size of 7×7 is applied over the crosschannel pooled spatial features to produce a spatial attention map. Limited by the practical receptive fields, all these approaches are not efficient in capturing the large scope information to globally determine the spatial attention. In [33] , for spatial attention model, two FC layers are applied to the cross-channel average pooled feature map to generate a spatial attention map. Each spatial position corresponds to a FC node with unshared parameters. This may require a large number of parameters and make the training difficult. Hu et al. [24] use two FC layers over spatially average-pooled features to compute channel-wise attention. All these methods do not explicitly exploit the inter-channel (or spatial) relations to enable the assessment of relative importance. We address these problems by proposing a RelationAware Global Attention module. For each feature position, we embed the pairwise relation between this position and all the positions to capture the global information. Then, two convolutional layers with translation invariant property are used to efficiently exploit the global structural information. Non-local/Global Information Exploration. Exploration of non-local/global information has been demonstrated to be very useful for image denoising [6, 13, 7] , texture synthesis [15] , super-resolution [18] , inpainting [5] , and even high level tasks such as image recognition and object segmentation [44] . In [6, 44] , they adopt the non-local mean idea which computes a weighted summation of the nonlocal and local pixels/features as the refined representation of the target pixels/features. The weight value connecting every two positions represents their relationship and is calculated from the similarity/correlation of the pair. All the positions (nodes) with the mutually connected edges construct a global graph. In [19] , the graph structure (adjacency) is used as part of the features for graph matching for fewshot 3D action recognition.
Note for one node, all its edges and the corresponding location information of the connected nodes deliver the global relationships with all the nodes. This information can tell the clustering states and spatial clustering patterns. In this work, we leverage this global structural information associated with a node to globally learn the attention (that will be used to module the feature of this node) using convolutional layers within general CNN frameworks. This is in contrast to the weighted summarization operation in non-local mean.
We will experimentally demonstrate their complementary roles in Section 4.
Relation-Aware Global Attention
For attention, to have a good sense of the importance of a feature, one should know the others for an objective assessment. Thus, the global information is essential. We thus propose a relation-aware global attention module which makes use of the structural relation information. In the following, we first give the problem formulation and present our main idea in Subsection 3.1. For CNNs, we decouple the attention into a spatial relation-aware global attention and a channel relation-aware global attention and elaborate them in Subsection 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. Finally, we simply introduce the joint using of them in Subsection 3.4.
Problem Formulation and Main Idea
Generally, for a feature set V = {x i ∈ R d , i = 1, · · · , N } of N correlated features with each of d dimensions, our goal is to learn a mask denoted by a = (a 1 , · · · , a N ) ∈ R N for the N features to weight them according to their relative importance. The updated i th feature through attention is z i = a i x i .
To learn the attention value a i of the i th feature vector, there are two common strategies as illustrated in Fig. 1 (a) and (b). (a) Local attention: each feature determines its attention locally, e.g., using a shared transformation function F on itself, i.e., a i = F(x i ). This local strategy does not fully exploit the correlations with other features [8] . For vision tasks, deep layers [42] or large-sized kernels [47] are used to make the attention learning more global. (b) Global attention: one straightforward solution is to use all the features together to jointly learn attention, e.g., using fully connected operations. However, this is usually computationally expensive and requires a large number of parameters especially when the number N of features is large [33] .
In contrast to these strategies, we propose a relationaware global attention that enables i) the exploitation of global structural information, and ii) the use of shared transformation function for different individual features to derive the attention. For visual tasks, the later makes it possible to globally compute the attention by using local convolutional operations. We illustrate our basic idea in Fig. 1 (c) Proposed relation-aware global attention.
The main idea is to exploit the pairwise relation (e.g. affinity/similarity) related to the i th feature to represent this feature node's global structural information. Specifically, we use r i,j to represent the affinity between the i th feature and the j th feature. For the i th feature x i , its affinity vector is
Then, we use the feature itself and the pairwise relations, i.e., y i = [x i , r i ], as the feature used to infer its attention using a shared transformation function. Note that y i contains global information.
Mathematically, we denote the set of features and their relations by a graph G = (V, E), which comprises the node set V of N features, together with an edge set E = {r i,j ∈ R 1 , i = 1, · · · , N and j = 1, · · · , N }. The edge r i,j represents the relation between the i th node and the j th node. The pairwise relations for all the nodes can be represented by an affinity matrix R ∈ R N ×N , where the relation between node i and j is r i,j = R(i, j).
Spatial Relation-Aware Attention
Given an intermediate feature map (tensor) X ∈ R C×H×W of width W , height H, and C channels from a CNN layer, we design a spatial relation-aware attention block, namely RGA-S, for learning a spatial attention map of size H ×W . We take the C-dimensional feature vector at each spatial position as a feature node. All the spatial positions form a graph G s of N = W × H nodes. As illustrated in Fig. 2 (a) , we raster scan the spatial positions and assign their identification number as 1,· · · , N . We represent the N feature nodes as x i ∈ R C , where i = 1, · · · , N . The pairwise relation (i.e. affinity) r i,j from node i to node j can be defined as a dot-product affinity in the embedding spaces as:
where θ s and φ s are two embedding functions implemented by a 1 × 1 spatial convolutional layer followed by batch normalization (BN) and ReLU activation, i.e. θ s (
×C . s 1 is a pre-defined positive integer which controls the dimension reduction ratio. Note that BN operations are all omitted to simplify the notation. Similarly, we can get the affinity from node j to node i as r j,i = f s (x j , x i ). We use a pair (r i,j , r j,i ) to describe the bi-directional relations between x i and x j . Then, we represent the pairwise relations for all the nodes by an affinity matrix R s ∈ R N ×N . For the i th feature/node, we collect its pairwise relations with all the nodes, i.e., a relation vector
, to represent the global structural information. As illustrated in Fig. 2 (a) , the sixth row and the sixth column of the affinity matrix R s , i.e. r 6 = [R s (6, :), R s (:, 6)], When computing the attention at a feature position, in order to grasp information of global scope, we stack the pairwise relation items, i.e., its correlations/affinities with all the feature positions, and the unary item, i.e., the feature of this position, for learning the attention with convolutional operations.
is taken as the relation features for deriving the attention of the sixth spatial position.
To infer the attention of the i th feature/node, besides the pairwise relation items r i , we also include the feature itself x i to make use of both the global mutual relations and the local original information. Considering these two kinds of information are not in the same feature domain, we embed them respectively and concatenate them to have the spatial relation-aware feature y i :
where ψ s and ϕ s denote the embedding functions for the feature itself and the global relations, respectively. They are both implemented by a spatial 1 × 1 convolutional layer followed by Batch Normalization and ReLU activation, i.e.,
average pooling operation along the channel dimension to further reduce the dimension to be 1. Then y i ∈ R N/s1+1 . Note that other convolution kernel sizs e.g. 3×3 can also be used. We found they achieve very similar performance and we will use 1 × 1 convolutional layer for lower complexity.
The spatial attention value a i for the i th feature/node is then obtained by:
where W 1 and W 2 are implemented by 1 × 1 convolution followed by batch normalization. W 1 shrinks the channel dimension with a ratio of s 2 and W 2 transforms the channel dimension to 1. Note that all these operations are achieved by convolution operations and the global relations are also exploited.
Channel Relation-Aware Attention
Given an intermediate feature map (tensor) X ∈ R C×H×W , we design a relation-aware channel attention block, namely RGA-C, for learning a channel attention vector of C dimensions. We take the d = H × W -dimensional feature vector at each channel as a feature node. All the channels form a graph G c of C nodes. We represent the C feature node as
Similar to spatial relation, the pairwise relation (i.e. affinity) r i,j from node i to node j can be defined as a dotproduct affinity in the embedding spaces as:
where θ c and φ c are two embedding functions that are shared among feature nodes. We achieve the embedding by first spatially flattening input tensor X into X ∈ R (HW )×C×1 and then using a 1 × 1 convolution layer with batch normalization followed by ReLU activation to perform a transformation on X . As illustrated in Fig. 2 (b) , we obtain and then represent the pairwise relations for all the nodes by an affinity matrix R c ∈ R C×C .
For the i th feature/node, we collect its pairwise relations with all the nodes, i.e., a relation vector r i = [R c (i, :), R c (:
, to represent the global structural information. As illustrated in Fig. 2 (b) , the third row and the third column of the affinity matrix R c , i.e. r 3 = [R c (3, :), R c (:, 3)], is taken as the relation features for deriving the attention of the third channel node.
To infer the attention of the i th feature/node, similar to the derviation of spatial attention, besides the pairwise relation items r i , we also include the feature itself x i . Similar to Eq. (2) and (3), we obtain the channel relation-aware feature y i and then the channel attention value a i for the i th channel. Note that all the transformation functions are shared by nodes/channels. There is no fully connection operations across channels.
Joint Relation-Aware Global Attention
The spatial attention RGA-S and channel attention RGA-C play complementary roles. Both can be applied in any stage of convolution networks and trained in an end-to-end manner without any additional auxiliary supervision. They can be used alone or combined. We suggest to jointly use them in a sequential manner because of its lower training difficulty relative to the parallel manner. Take the sequential spatial-channel combination as example. Given an intermediate feature map (tensor) X, after the modulation by the spatial RGA, we get the feature mapX. Afterwards, channel RGA is derived fromX and applied onX. We will discuss the results of using each alone versus in combination, and sequential aggregation vs. parallel aggregation in the next section.
Experiments
We showcase the effectiveness of our Relation-Aware Global Attention on the person re-identification task in Subsection 4.1. Extensive ablation studies demonstrate the effectiveness of our designs. Our models achieve the state-ofthe-art performance on the CUHK03 [29] , Market1501 [57] and MSMT17 [46] datasets. As extension experiments, we also investigate our models on scene segmentation in Subsection 4.2 and image classification in Subsection 4.3.
Experiments on Person Re-identification
Person re-identification (re-ID) aims to match a specific person in different occasions from the same camera or across multiple cameras. It has become increasingly popular in both research and industry community due to its application and research significance [58, 28] . Generally, given an input image, we employ a convolutional neural network to obtain a feature vector. Re-identification is to find the images with the same identity by matching the feature vectors of images (based on feature distance).
Implementation Details and Datasets
Network Settings. Following the common practices in re-ID systems [4, 39, 52, 1, 54], we take ResNet-50 [21] to build our baseline network and apply our RGA modules to the RetNet-50 backbone for effectiveness validation. Similar to [39, 54] , the last spatial down-sampling operation in the conv5 x block of ResNet-50 is removed. Except for special instructions, in our re-ID experiments, we adopt the proposed RGA modules after all of the four residual blocks (including conv2 x, conv3 x, conv4 x and conv5 x). Within RGA modules, we set the ratio parameters s 1 and s 2 to be 8. In all our re-ID experiments, we use both identification (classification) loss with label smoothing [40] and triplet loss with hard mining [23] as supervision signals. Note that we do not implement re-ranking [61] for clear comparisons in all our experiments. More details please see our supplementary. Training. We use the commonly used data augmentation strategies of random cropping [45] , horizontal flipping, and random erasing [62, 45, 41] . The input image size is set as 256 × 128 for all the datasets. The backbone network is pre-trained on ImageNet [14] . We adopt Adam optimizer with the learning rate of 8 × 10 −4 and the weight decay of 5×10 −4 . Please refer to the supplementary for more details. Datasets and Evaluation Metrics. We conduct experiments on four public person re-ID datasets, i.e., CUHK03 [29] , Market1501 [57] , DukeMTMC-reID [59] and the large-scale MSMT17 [46] . To save space, the introduction of the datasets are placed in our supplementary. For CUHK03, we use the new protocol as used by [61, 60, 22] . We follow the common practices and use the cumulative matching characteristics (CMC) at Rank-1 (R1), and mean average precision (mAP) to evaluate the performance.
Ablation Study
We perform the ablation studies on the CUHK03 (with the Labeled bounding box setting) and Market1501 datasets. RGA related Models versus Baseline. Table 1 shows the comparisons of our spatial RGA (RGA-S), channel RGA (RGA-C), mixed RGA with both channel and spatial RGA, and the baseline. We have the following observations. 1) Either our spatial RGA model (RGA-S) or channel RGA model (RGA-C) significantly improves the performance over our powerful baseline. On CUHK03, RGA-S, RGA-C, and the combined spatial and channel RGA model RGA-SC significantly outperform the baseline by 5.7%, 5.9%, and 7.5% respectively on mAP accuracy, and 5.5%, 5.2%, and 6.6% respectively on Rank-1 accuracy. On Market1501, even though the performance on baseline is already very high (i.e. 83.7% on mAP), our RGA-S and RGA-C improve the mAP accuracy by 3.1% and 3.5% respectively.
2) For learning attention, even without taking the visual features (Vis.), i.e., feature itself, as part of the input, the proposed global relation representation itself (RGA-S w/o Vis. or RGA-C w/o Vis.) can significantly outperform the baseline's performance, e.g. 4.4% or 4.3% gain over baseline in Rank-1 accuracy on CUHK03.
3) For learning attention, without taking the proposed global relation (Rel.) as part of the input, the scheme RGA-S w/o Rel. or RGA-C w/o Rel. outperforms the baseline, but is inferior to our scheme RGA-S or RGA-C by 2.5% or 1.2% in Rank-1 accuracy on CUKH03.
4) The combination of the spatial RGA and channel RGA achieves the best performance. We study three ways of combination: parallel with a fusion (RGA-S//C), sequential spatial-channel (RGA-SC), sequential channel-spatial (RGA-CS). Sequential spatial-channel RGA-SC achieves the best performance, 1.8% and 1.6% higher than RGA-C and RGA-S, respectively, in mAP accuracy on CUHK03. Parallel optimization is more difficult than the sequential one. RGA versus Other Attention Mechanisms. Table 2 compares the performance of our attention modules with the other state-of-the-art attention designs. For fairness of comparison, we re-implement their attention designs on top of our baseline. 1) Channel attention. There are several channel attention designs. In Squeeze-and-Excitation module (SE) [24] , they use spatially global average-pooled features to compute channel-wise attention, by using two fully connected (FC) layers with the non-linearity. In comparison with SE, our RGA-C achieves 2.7% and 3.0% gain in Rank-1 and mAP accuracy. CBAM-C [47] is similar to (SE) [24] but it additionally uses global max-pooled features. Similarly, FC-C [33] uses a FC layer over spatially average pooled features. Before their pooling, the features are further embedded through 1 × 1 convolutions. Thanks to the exploration of pairwise relations, our scheme RGA-C(Ours) outperforms FC-C [33] and SE [24] which also use global information by 1.6% and 2.7% in Rank-1 accuracy on CUHK03. On Market1501, even the accuracy is already very high, our scheme still outperforms others. 2) Spatial attention. For spatial attention designs, CBAM-S [47] uses large filter size of 7×7 to learn attention while FC-C [33] uses fully connection over the spatial feature maps. Our scheme achieves the best performance, which is 2% better than the others in Rank-1 accuracy on CUHK03. 3) Spatial and channel attention. When both spatial and channel attentions are utilized, our models consistently outperform both the channel attention and spatial attention. RGA versus Non-local Blocks. Both non-local neural network [44] and our RGA utilize the local and non-local pairwise relations but with rather different purposes. The non-local blocks function in a way similar to the non-local means [44] , which computes the response at a position as a weighted sum of the features at all positions. The pairwise relation, in terms of similarity/affinity, is used as the weight. In contrast, we leverage the collection of pairwise relations to represent the overall relation between the current position's feature and all the positions' features for inferring the attention. The two modules are complementary in concepts and functions. We experimentally demonstrate this and show results in Table 3 . Non-local denotes the scheme after integrating non-local blocks [44] to our baseline and Non-local + RGA-S denotes that our spatial RGA modules are also integrated after the non-local blocks. On top of the non-local networks, the introduction of spatialwise relation-aware global attention significantly further improves the performance, i.e., by 4.0% and 4.2% in Rank-1 and mAP accuracy, respectively on CUHK03. Which ConvBlock to Add RGA-SC? We compare the cases of adding the RGA-SC module to different residual blocks. The RGA-SC brings gain on each residual blocks and adding it to all blocks performs best. Please refer to the supplementary for more details. Table 4 shows the performance comparisons of our relationaware global attention models (RGA-SC) with the stateof-the-art methods on the commonly used three datasets.
Comparison with the State-of-the-Art
In comparison with the attention based approaches [38, 35, 48, 26] which leverage human semantics (e.g. foreground/background, human part segmentation) and those [30, 37, 41] which learn attention from input images themselves, our RGA-CS significantly outperforms. Even with- out leveraging the human dense semantics as in [54] , our schemes achieve superior performance on CUHK03 (with labeled bounding boxes) (1.3% gain in mAP) and Market1501, and competitive performance on CUHK03 (with detected bounding boxes) and DukeMTMC-reID. Both MGN [43] and HPM [17] ensemble local features at multiple granularities and are better than our scheme on DukeMTMC-reID. We believe we can achieve a better performance when we replace their backbone ResNet-50 by our RGA-SC network.
We also evaluate our model on the latest large-scale dataset MSMT17 [46] which consists of 126,441 bounding boxes of 4,101 identities and show the results in Table 5 . On this challenging dataset, our RGA model outperforms the baseline by 5.6% and 4.8% on Rank-1 and mAP accuracy respectively. We also achieve the best performance in comparision with the state-of-the-art approaches.
Visualization of Attention
Similar to [47] , we apply the Grad-CAM [36] tool to the baseline model and our model for the qualitative analysis. Grad-CAM tool can identify the regions that the network considers important. Fig.3 (a) shows the comparisons. We can clearly see that the Grad-CAM masks of our RGA model cover the person regions better than the base- line model. The modulation function of our attention leads the network to focus on discriminative body parts. We visualize the learned spatial attention mask in Fig.3 (b) . The attention focuses on the person and ignores the background. We observe the head is usually ignored. That is because the face is not frontal or has low resolution and is not reliable for differentiating different persons.
Experiments on Scene Segmentation
The goal of scene segmentation is to predict the semantic categories including stuffs (e.g. road, sky) and objects (e.g. person, car) at pixel level. It favors many practical applications, such as automatic driving, robot sensing and image editing [16] and it also attracts a lot of interests in research committee. We evaluate our proposed RGA modules on scene segmentation task and show our analysis on the popular Cityscapes [12] dataset which consists of 5,000 images with 2048×1024 resolution. Implementation Details. We use the ResNet-101 pretrained on ImageNet with make some modifications (by replacing the convolutions within the last two blocks by dilated convolutions with dilation rates being 2 and 4) following PSPNet [55] as the backbone. We use the similar training setting as in [50] . Experiments and Results. PSPNet [55] uses pyramid pooling module (PPM) while DeepLabv3 [9] adopts atrous spatial pyramid pooling (ASPP) respectively to capture information of multiple scales to tackle multi-scale objects. By adding their modules to the ResNet-101 backbone, we have two stronger baseline schemes ResNet-101 + PPM [55] and ResNet-101 + ASPP [9] . On top of the three baselines, we add our proposed RGA-SC module to demonstrate its effectiveness, respectively. We apply our RGA-SC module on the feature map of the last convolutional layer and concatenate it with the original features of the baseline network. Table 6 shows the comparison results. We can see on the validation set, the introduce of our RGA-SC module brings an improvement of 3.7%, 1.9%, and 1.1%, respectively in comparison with their respective baselines. Discussion. In our framework, for the tasks with the same sized images in a dataset, we do not need any special design. For tasks with variable image sizes in a dataset, e.g. COCO object detection dataset [31] , we need to adopt RoIAlign [20] to pool the arbitrary sized spatial features to a fixed sized feature map to assure the length of features, where 1×1 convolution is performed on, is equal at dataset level. For the scene segmentation task, follow the common practice [55] , the original images of size 1024×2048 are cropped of size as 769×769 for training while the original image size 1024×2048 is used for testing. We adopt RoIAlign [20] to pool the arbitrary sized spatial features to a fixed sized feature map to solve the varied sizes problem. More study on other tasks with various input sizes will be left as future work. 
Experiments on Image Classification
We further investigate the effectiveness of the RGA on image classification task on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 dataset [27] . Each image has 32×32 pixels. Implementation Details. We conduct experiments based on two representative network architecture ResNet [21] and DenseNet [25] . For the ResNet, we apply a RGA-SC module after the first residual block which outputs a feature maps of size 32 × 32 × 16, where 16 is the number of channels. We set the dimension-reduction ratio parameters s 1 and s 2 in our RGA-SC module to be 4. For the DenseNet, we apply a RGA-SC module with s 1 and s 2 set to 8 after the first dense block which outputs a feature maps of size 16 × 16 × 108. During training, we adopt a standard data augmentation of cropping and mirroring as in [21, 25, 51] . Experiment Results. Tabel 7 shows the comparisons with the baselines. To demonstrate the reduction of classification error is due to the effectiveness of our proposed attention mechanism instead of the increase of parameters, we further compare them with the deeper baseline models with the same network structures but more parameters. We can see our design can achieve stable improvement in comparison to the baselines and the deeper models. Table 7 . Performance comparisons in terms of classification error (%) on CIFAR-10 (C-10) and CIFAR-100 (C-100).
Model
Depth Params C-10 C-100 ResNet (Baseline) 110 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose a simple yet effective RelationAware Global Attention module for CNNs to exploit the global structural information, by leveraging the mutual relations among features. For each feature position, we stack the pairwise relations between this feature and all features together with the feature itself to infer the current position's attention. Such feature representation facilitates the use of shallow convlutional layers (i.e. shared kernels on different positions) to globally infer the attention. We apply this module to the spatial and channel dimensions of CNN features and demonstrate its effectiveness in both cases. Extensive ablation studies validate the high efficiency of our designs and state-of-the-art performance are achieved for the person re-identification task. For other vision tasks such as scene segmentation and image classification, our RGA module also shows its superiority over the baselines.
The future works include the applications of RGA to other vision tasks, e.g., object detection, pose estimation, as well as large scale image classification (e.g. on ImageNet).
